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Mannequin Production
In Seattle, Washington
Thesis:

Seattle, Washington would greatly benefit from a
mannequin production facility, so retailers are able to
easily access mannequins to display their apparel.

By: Tyler Smith
Course: MRKT 3541 – GeoAnalytics
Sources: Business Analytics Online 2020
Shealy, H.(2016). An Investigation Of Mannequins’ Effect On
Consumer Attitude And Intention. (Master's thesis). Retrieved
from https://scholarcommons.sc.edu/etd/3940

Conclusion: Mannequins are a huge part of retail and influence the customer to purchase a product. They
are able to give a first hand three dimensional look of the clothing they want to purchase where they
wouldn’t get the chance to see without it. The research showed that Seattle definitely has a large enough
number of customers to warrant a new and sustainable mannequin production facility, as there are
thousands of retailers across the city that would benefit from purchasing more mannequins.
Mannequin Type

Facial Features

Realistic

Defined facial features, Natural skin color
eye color, hair color, and
race

Average human
proportions

Semi-Realistic

Vague features and no
clear eye color, hair
color, or race

Unnatural neutral color
(e.g. white)

Average human
proportions

Abstract

No facial features, eye
color, hair color, or
defined race

Decorative color (e.g.
metallic)

Exaggerated height and
length of appendages
and/or slimmer than
average waist

Body Color

Body Proportions

The amount of money spent at stores that would have mannequins in
2020 is around $80 million in some areas of Seattle

Different Mannequin types available

The number of retailers/apparel stores in Seattle,
Washington in 2020

Current population trends indicate that there is over 400,000
people who live in Seattle

